
Scripts 

  

So many games invented by the fertile soul, 

speeding through galleries to feed a crowd, 

everyday winning a new contest with the self. 

  

Morning, evening, don’t take the toys away, 

it is summer, and there is no better camp 

than to feel the breath of a contented herd. 

  

Winter comes too, light lingers in the night, 

thick frost resists for months yet to come, 

no mittens thick enough in the brisk air. 

  

Holidays sparse anticipated to become a man, 

chapping fingers, cutting ankles, bleeding, 

solid like Mont Blanc, sheltered with a white cap. 

  

Furry hugs, of those so long parted now, 

friends gifted with those large eyes and no future, 

I hope today at peace with their tragic fate. 

  

How I loved the thick paste in the plough,  

the sweet smell of the fresh cut grass at dawn, 

memories not yet born, under cover of life. 

  

Standing tall by the fence, surveying the horizons, 

was he too still just the boy of the early morning run, 

ageless when thoughts remained his mystery? 

  

So many games created to imagine an eternity, 

scripts written on the surfaces of all things, 



suspended in time, memories never truly die.   

  

She Dreams 

  

Little hands on the firm knees of enduring love 

she pauses her spirit on the promise of the new dawn. 

  

Looking in the distance the ruby lips smile again 

sighting a friend chasing the ball in the mist.  

  

There will be no school for her, free she is yet 

her cheek warm against the cozy lap of a mother.  

  

Soon she will join in the plays of another everyday 

but for now she listens to the hearty pulse beneath her ear. 

  

Snows of May 

  

It snows sometimes in the heart of Etna  

they say 

I did see snow once in the heart of Etna 

I know. 

and it does snow in the hearts of strangers 

there even in May. 

  

It is as they say the bittersweet chunks of lives 

they ache 

I too feel the loss of those sweet pieces of days 

I really do 

and it is good to see those gentle souls depart 

even in May. 

  



It warms deep inside to see those lives begin 

they soar 

I sit back on the old swing and consider their future 

I am in awe 

and it does snow yet a little within my stomach 

even in May. 
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